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Background
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Dense vs Sparse Models

Dense model (e.g. GPT3)

• Most popular

• Excellent performance

• Expensive training and 
computation

Sparse model

• Less popular

• Good performance

• Potentially cheaper 
computation
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How to make inference more computationally efficient?
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Mixture of Experts (MoE)

● Train many experts (models), expensive training

● Route an input to a few experts, cheap inference
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History of MoE

The idea of mixture of experts has been 30 years already

• Adaptive mixtures of local experts. JJNH91

• Twenty years of mixture of experts. YWG12

• Outrageously Large Neural Networks: The Sparsely-Gated 
Mixture-of-Experts Layer. Shazeer et al 17

• Gshard (Levipkhin et al 20) and Switch Transformers (FZS17)
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Shazeer et al 17

• The first work that made MoE works well

• Train the largest model and achieve state-of-the-art results

Method:

• Train many neural networks as the candidate set of experts 

• Train a gating network to map the input to a few experts
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The MoE (gating) layer

 

Final output is the convex combination of experts

Typically, we consider only the top-k experts where k<N 
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Some Technical Challenges

• Complexity 

• Communication costs

• Training instabilities
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Switch transformer

● The guiding design principle: maximizing the parameter count efficiently

● A fourth axis: increasing the parameter count, keeping FLOPs constant

● The sparsely activated layers split unique weights on different devices
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Dense feed forward network (FFN) layer is replaced by 
a sparse Switch FFN layer (light blue box)
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New ingredients

● Switch routing

● Distributed switch implementation

● Differentiable load balance loss
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Switch routing

● Previous method: using top-k experts out of N experts

● Now routing to only a single expert

               Advantages:

1, Reduced routing computation

2, Reduced communication cost

3, Better performance
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Distributed switch implementation

   Setting the expert capacity: the number of tokens each expert computes

 

• Capacity factor = 1: potential overflow issue

• Capacity factor > 1: additional buffer for imperfect distribution
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Tradeoff: a larger capacity factor alleviates this overflow issue, 
but also increases computation and communication costs
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A differentiable load balancing loss

Given N experts and a batch with T tokens, we add an auxiliary loss:
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Why such loss?

● The paper wants both vectors to have values of 1/N 

● It’s claimed that the auxiliary loss encourages uniform routing since it is 
minimized under a uniform distribution
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Rethinking the loss choice

The claim is wrong: minimal value can be smaller than 1/N, achieved by 
non-uniform distributions. Consider this example with N=2, T=3

Expert 1 Expert 2

Token 1 0.51 0.49

Token 2 0.51 0.49

Token 3 0 1
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Open question: can we design a better loss?
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Putting It All Together: The Switch Transformer

First test of Switch Transformer is on “Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus” (C4)

● A masked language modeling task is used for the pre-training objective

● 15% of tokens are dropped out and replaced by the masked sequence 

● The negative log perplexity is recorded to compare the models
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Switch transformers are better, fixing time or quality
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Key findings

● Switch Transformers outperform both carefully tuned dense models and 
MoE Transformers on a speed-quality basis.

● The Switch Transformer has a smaller computational footprint

● Switch Transformers perform better at lower capacity factors (1.0, 1.25)
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Improved Training and Fine-Tuning Techniques

● Selective precision with large sparse models

● Smaller parameter initialization for stability

● Regularizing large sparse models
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Selective precision with large sparse models

● Instability hinders the ability to train using efficient bfloat16 precision

● Casting expensive float32 precision only on the router function

● Benefit from efficiency of bfloat16 and stability of float 32
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Selective precision achieves benefits on both quality and speed
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Smaller parameter initialization

●  
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Smaller parameter initialization improves both quality and stability 
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Regularizing large sparse models

● Overfitting is an issue: many fine-tuning tasks have very few examples

● Switch Transformers have more parameters: more severe overfitting

● A simple remedy: increasing the dropout inside the experts, which we 
name as expert dropout
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A smaller dropout rate (0.1) at non-expert layers and a larger 
dropout rate (0.4) at expert layers is the best
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Scaling properties

● When the model is not bottlenecked by computation or amount of data

● Use the large C4 corpus and train until diminishing returns

● Increasing the experts keeps the computational cost approximately fixed
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Scaling versus

● Fixed training steps: more parameters (experts) speeds up training

● Fixed training time: Switch Transformers yield a substantial speed-up

● Large dense models: Switch-Base is still more sample efficient and 
yields a 2.5x speedup
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Improved language learning abilities for downstream applications
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Downstream Results 

● Fine-tuning

● Distillation

● Multilingual Learning
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Downstream Results 

● Fine-tuning

● Distillation

● Multilingual Learning
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Downstream: fine-tuning 
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significant improvements across many tasks 

mixture of tasks
(sentiment analysis, 
sentence similarities etc)



Downstream: fine-tuning 
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significant improvements across many tasks 

summarize articles



Downstream: fine-tuning 
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significant improvements across many tasks 

question answering



Downstream: fine-tuning 

39significant improvements across many tasks 

common sense reasoning

Natural language inference



Downstream: fine-tuning 

40significant improvements across many tasks 

closed book QA



Downstream Results 

● Fine-tuning

● Distillation

● Multilingual Learning
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Knowledge Distillation in a nutshell 

Distill knowledge from teacher model to student model.
A popular technique for model compression. 
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Distillation techniques 
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student
teacher

Quality: Neg Log Perplexity

29% quality gain with only 1/20th of the parameters.  



Distillation compression rates 
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compress the model by 99% and maintain 28% of the teacher quality improvements



Distilling fine-tuned SuperGLUE model 
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Sparse teacher can be an effective teacher on small dataset



Downstream Results 

● Fine-tuning

● Distillation

● Multilingual Learning
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Multilingual Learning

Pre-training on 101 languages 
Comparison of FLOP-matched Switch model (mSwitch-Base) to T5 base (mT5-Base)
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Histogram of speedup on 101 languages 

● 5x avg. per step speedup over 
baseline

Baseline: mT5-Base

● > 4x speedup for 91% languages 
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Implementation Discussion

Data Parallelism, Model Parallelism and Expert Parallelism 
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Switch model design and pre-training performance

Switch model design and pre-training performance 
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Pre-lecture Questions
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Pre-Lecture Question 1

How are sparse models different from the dense models by design? What is the 

biggest insight of Switch Transformers compared to previous Mixture-of-Experts 

models (Shazeer et al 2017)?

Sparse models generally refer to those with only a subset of the parameters of dense model.

In the context of sparse expert model,  a set of parameters are partitioned into "experts" with 
unique weights. Unlike dense model where the entire network is used for each input, in 
sparse expert models, only a fraction of the experts/parameters are used for each example. 

Switch Transformer routes a token to only a single expert rather than multiple experts, which 
was proposed in Shazeer 2017. 
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Pre-Lecture Question 2

How to fine-tune sparse models for downstream tasks? What issue may arise in 

fine-tuning sparse models and what is the fix in Switch Transformers?

Switch Transformers have significantly more parameters than the FLOP-matched dense 

baseline, and therefore can be more prone to overfitting on downstream tasks with very 

few examples. 

To fine-tune sparse models, the authors increase the dropout rate at the feedforward 

stage for each expert. 
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Follow up work
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Follow Up Work - Domain Expert Mixture 

57
Gururangan, Suchin, et al. “Disentangling domains for modular language modeling”, 2021.



Follow Up Work - Parallel Training of Experts
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Li, Margaret, et al. “Branch-train-merge: Embarrassingly parallel training of expert language models”, 2022. 



Pre-Lecture Question 3

If we continue scaling up LLMs, sparse vs dense models - which one do you think is 
more promising? Can you discuss their pros and cons (computation, storage and 
different use cases e.g., fine-tuning, prompting, in-context learning)?
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Thank You! 
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